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VISION
The NFT marketplace is exploding with interest and opportunity 
with collections, marketplaces and rival networks all competing 
for the attention of the digital art enthusiast and investor alike. 
Seeking to capitalize on the success of early adopters in this 
market, many collections launch, mint, scramble for social media 
bandwidth and then fade into obscurity, either lacking genuine utility 
and development or lacking the will to see road maps through to 
completion with the challenges associated with operating legitimate 
businesses. Art is flooding the market, some brilliant and engaging, 
others iterative and predatory for the money of investors sold on 
hype and hysteria. What is clear, is that to stand out in a rapidly 
crowded marketplace, new offerings need to establish themselves 
with a product that is more than just attractive art or over-hyped 
derivatives.

Aquatic Metaverse
The Aquatic Metaverse seeks to deliver the complete NFT 
investment package. Starting with some of the market’s best quality 
art, designed by a renowned digital graphic artist, the team merges 
rich story driven lore with a message of environmentalism and 
conservationism to produce NFT’s with character, emotion, and 
connection. 
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Access to a wide range of branded merchandise that also allows owners to print 
their own collection on the merchandise with collection logo.

2% of secondary sales to be allocated to Community Wallet on 
monthly basis (See token economics).

Community voting on monthly donations to environmental, 
conservationist and child protection charities.

Community contributions to the evolving lore of the meta-verse.

Collection bonuses for owners who collect one or more full sets of 
‘Classes’ within the Collection (paid in ETH).

Pit NFT’s against others in battle against subsequent collections within the Aquatic 
Metaverse for prizes in both ETH and a custom treasure tokens that enhances the NFT.

A range of community rewards for holders through competitions, 
contributions to canon and giveaways.

Collaborations and partnerships both within the digital world and the real world 
where owners can receive discounts, coupons and other rewards.



The first of three stages begin with the Salty Sharks Uprising. 
Six species of sharks, along with their mermaid allies have 
overthrown the Atlantians and self-titled rulers of the ocean 
depths and seek to redress the environmental impact of the 
aquatic humans. November 2021.

0.0495 ETH
Mint Price  

7,007
Mint Volume 
  

OpenSea.io
Market Place

STAGE 1 Collection Details
Species
Sharks - 6 species x 999 Tokens
Mermaids - 1 species x 999 Tokens
 

Rarity Traits
Background, Skin, Clothing, Eyes, Head, Mouth, Carrying, Rank 
 

Orders
Sharks and Mermaids are sorted into Orders or tribes that work 
together within the Lore of the Aquatic Metaverse, represented 
evenly across the following classes – Star, Horse, Shell, Trident, 
Cross, and Skull.
 
A special royal class – Order of the Crown – includes all the special, 
unique mint NFTs (detailed below) plus 5% of the combined Shark 
and Mermaid species.

Special 1/1 NFTs
Representatives from each Shark & Mermaid species

Shark Chiefs 
 The leader from each of the  
 six Shark families
Mermaid Queen 
 Also known as the Shark   
 Queen, the undisputed Ruler  
 of the Salty Sharks Uprising

Blue Siren Mermaid
Loan Shark Great White 
Shark Tank Whale Shark
Card Shark Hammerhead
Shark Ranger Zebra Shark
Shark Nado Bull Shark
Pool Shark Goblin Shark

5%
Royalty on Secondary Sale 

40%
Total of Secondary Royalties 
allocated to Community Wallet  

Monthly
Charity Donations and  
Community Rewards



v

Announce collection launch

Announce Aquatic Metaverse

Release Discord Channel 

Invite the Community

Deliver Marketing & Comms Plan

Activate Social Media Platforms

Deliver Aquatic Metaverse Whitepaper  
and Roadmap

Commence Pre-Sales Whitelist

Launch Community competitions

Release the Lore behind first collection in the 
Aquatic Metaverse

Announce Bonus Merchandise Giveaway for 
owners who mint one or more of the Collection

Commence Mint of Salty Sharks Collection

Activate Merchandise Portal on website

Launch monthly collector and holder prizes via 
game boards and engage with community around 

contributions to Metaverse Lore via their own NFTs

Launch monthly charitable donations voted on by  
the community

Post-mint Roadmap will release before mint with plans 
for next phase and evolution of the Aquatic Metaverse

Roadmap
to Mint
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